Henkerman Gifts for Real Estate
Classic Hanger Gifts for Real Estate.

Why Hangers
Everyone has a wardrobe. In fact, quite often we
have suits and expensive designer clothes hanging
on very poor quality hangers. When people move
into a new home they typically have aspirations for

a new beginning, a new improved quality of life and
of course a beautiful home. Henkerman Hangers
are for everyone. They are made from high grade
solid timber and have been designed to not only
look after your clothes in the best possible way, but
to also make your wardrobe look fantastic. They will
certainly be a welcome addition for any new
wardrobe.

The Gift
Henkerman has put together special Gift Sets
especially for the Real Estate Market. You can be
sure that each and every one of your customers will
value this excellent quality gift. Something they will
always use and remember you by. The Henkerman
quality will be a reflection of you and definitely set
you apart. Your gift will be an elegant way to signify

the completion of your successful business
transaction. It will act as a talking point and help
you increase word of mouth about your overall
service.

Our Hanger Range
Henkerman has hangers in a Men’s 45cm Range and
a Women’s 38cm Range. Men and women typically
have different shoulder widths and therefore should
not have the same hangers. Our current collection
offers a Mahogany Finish with Gold Fittings for Men
and a Washed White Finish and Pearl Nickel Fittings
for Women. Both are truly gorgeous. Our

Collections are comprised of 3 hanger types: coat
hangers, shirt hangers and pant/skirt hangers. This
means that you can have individualized and
matching wardrobes which look fantastic.

Prices
For Men

For Women
Set of 4

$99

$79

$79

For Women
Set of 6

Set of 4

Set of 4

$79

For Men

For Couples

For Couples
Set of 6

$99

Set of 6

$99

* Packs of 8 also available: $119

Before and After Henkerman

Testimonial
“I am really happy to add Henkerman to my range of gifts
at settlement time. It is something very unique, I actually
really look forward to giving them. Most people have
never received hangers as a gift, yet this is something
everyone uses everyday. I feel the uniqueness and quality
of the gift really represents the great value I know I
delivered to them at each step of our property journey
together. This is not something you eat or drink and throw
away. Henkerman hanger gifts will generate positive story

telling and word of mouth about our business relationship
for years to come - long after we have all moved on to our
next challenges and new projects in life. “
- Nathalie Martinsson

Nathalie Martinsson – Real Estate Agent
Ray White Annerley
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